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List of contributors 

Victor Ngu Cheo holds a Bachelor’s degree in English from the University of Yaounde1, 

a Master’s Degree in Communication and Language Arts from the University of Ibadan, 

Nigeria, and a Ph.D. in Communication Policy and Environmental Management from 

Brandenburg University of Technology, BTU Cottbus, Germany. He is Associate 

Professor of Journalism, Media and Communication currently serving at The University 

of Bamenda, UBa. He is author of many scientific publications in and out of Cameroon. 

Awang Ollong Kingsly is an Associate Professor of Economic and Social History with 

a keen interest in the activities of multinational corporations in on which he has published 

elaborately. 

Nixon Kahjum Takor is currently Associate professor of History and chair of the 

Department of History and Archaeology, The University of Bamenda Cameroon.  He 

earned his Ph.D. at the University of Yaounde 1 in 2011. Prior to that he was holder of 

an MPhil in African studies, specialised in development and social change from the 

African Studies Centre, University of Lieden. His research interest centers on economic 

and social history as well as cultural, identity, wellbeing and heritage history. 

Marcel Bobga Sama is currently a postgraduate student in, the Department of History 

and Archaeology, The University of Bamenda, Cameroon.  His research interest is in 

economic and social history. 

Fandio Ngahane Roméo est Chargé de Cours et Chef de Département par intérim des 

Arts Plastiques et Histoire de l'art de l'Institut des Beaux-arts de l'université de Douala à 

Nkongsamba. Il jouit d'une expérience professionnelle et pédagogique dans les domaines 

de la création plastique, le design graphique et la mode dès les années 2000. Ses 

recherches et publications portent principalement sur l'histoire de l'art contemporain 

africain: la mode vestimentaire, les arts plastiques et les arts numériques.  

Paul Animbom N. is an Associate Professor and Chair of the Department of 

Performing and Visual Arts, The University of Bamenda, Cameroon. He holds a Ph.D. 

in Information and Communication Sciences from the Université Libre de Bruxelles, 

Belgium. Laureate of the Erasmus Mundus Fellowship scheme, Bourse Meurs François 

and Fonds Van Buuren in Belgium, and former Postdoctoral fellow at the Department 

of Arts and Cultural Studies, University of Copenhagen, Denmark, he is the author of 

many scientific publications in national and international peer-reviewed journals and 

handbooks. His research interest is in communication, theatre, television and film 

criticism, therapeutic theatre, and mental health. He is the President and Founder of the 

Center for Research and Practice of Art-related Therapy, Cameroon; and 

PRO/Founding member of the Cameroon Academy of Young Scientists (CAYS). 
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Innocent Ettia Meh was born in Weh village, Menchum Division of the North West 

Region of Cameroon. He is a holder of Ph.D. in British literature from the University of 

Yaoundé 1. Dr. Meh is a senior lecturer of Literature in the Department of English 

Modern Letters, the University of Bertoua, Cameroon. His research interest includes, 

comparative literature and postcolonial studies. His scholarly writings have appeared in 

both local and international journals. 

Richard Talla Tanto studied History and Archaeology at Ahmadu Bello University, 

Zaria, and Archaeology at the University of Ibadan. Professor of Ethno-Historical 

Archaeology, he is Vice Dean, Programmes and Academic Affairs, Faculty of Arts UBa, 

since 2015. Former Head of Service, Research, and Chair Department of History at the 

University of Buea, he has published widely in peer-reviewed journals at the national and 

international levels. His research interests amongst others include Heritage studies and 

cultural Research. 

Jesse Moba is an Associate Professor and teaches African Literature and Civilization at 

the University of Douala - Cameroon. 

Tafor Ateh is a researcher and practitioner in African media studies with specialty and 

experience in training, research and film and theatre production.  Research interests 

encompass African cinema, Theatre, television and media studies, Film and theatre 

audiences, new media, transcultural film production and criticism, identity and film 

aesthetics.  A skilled versatile multimedia professional with over three decades of wide-

ranging experience in creating artistic content for Film, Theatre and Television. Has close 

to two decades of higher education teaching, project development, management and 

implementation, excellent communication skills, and great academic research ability. Has 

a track record as a freelance writer, producer and director, CAL expert, video editor, 

popular culture workshop facilitator, acting coach, social and therapeutic theatre 

specialist. With over 80 theatre projects spanning countries in Africa, Europe and 

America, he has worked on many film projects and TV shows in different capacities. He 

is a passionate storyteller who works with intercultural teams creating narratives that 

problematize cultural, developmental, environmental, and human rights issues across the 

globe. 

Edward Adamu Lambe is a Ph.D. student in African Literature at the Department of 

Linguistics and African Literature of the Faculty of Letters and Social Sciences of the 

University of Douala - Cameroon. 

Charlotte Simo Dguidge is an Assistant Lecturer of English Language in the Department 

of General and Scientific Studies at the Bandjoun Fotso Victor University Institute of 

Technology of the University of Dschang, Cameroon. She holds a Ph.D. in Applied 

Linguistics with a specialty in teaching English and French as foreign languages. She is 
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so much passionate about seeking to bring to light the different methods and techniques 

that can improve the teaching/learning process of foreign languages. 

Derick Yong is an English literature researcher at the University of Bamenda. He holds 

a Bachelor of Arts Degree from the University of Dschang and a Master’s Degree from 

the University of Bamenda, Cameroon. He is currently a Ph.D. researcher in British 

Literature with a special interest in the area of film and literary studies. 

Nyanchi Marcel Ebliylu holds a Ph.D. in Commonwealth Literature from the 

Department of English, University of Yaoundé I. He is a senior lecturer of Post-colonial 

literature and cultures in the Department of Applied Foreign Languages, University of 

Dschang. He has published scientific papers in peer-reviewed journals nationally and 

internationally and also as book chapters. His research interests include Post-colonial 

studies, intercultural studies, gender studies, and critical theory.  

Ndzi Yosi Godwins is a fine art artist, painter and a student of the Faculty of Arts in the 

Department of History and Archaeology of the Faculty of Arts at the University of 

Bamenda. He holds a Bachelor of Arts from the University of Buea, and a Master of Arts 

from the University of Bamenda. Presently, he is a Ph.D. researcher and his research is 

in History and Arts.


